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Now everyone is a professional...
Stop Motion Pro does a lot more than capture frames from a camera to a computer then
play them back in realtime. For over 10 years we have been building a comprehensive
toolset that gives students, teachers, independent and professional animators the
power to make award winning ﬁlms.

Add explosions, eye
movements, mouth shapes
and more with the Frame
Painter tool
As used by Aardman
Animations:
• Wallace and Gromit
• Pirates (feature ﬁlm)
• Shaun the Sheep
• Timmy

Prop your puppets up,
including ﬂying objects with
ease using the Rig Removal
tool

And more:

Adjust timing live on
set, copy and paste
frames with our unique
thumbnail Editor tool

•Onionskinning and
looping options for
smoother movement
•Chroma key /
blue screen tool to
blend live action
and animation
•Studio workﬂow
integration

Professional Canon and Nikon DSLR camera control from $185 (USD)

wwww.stopmotionpro.com

Wombok Forest
Interview
With
Julie Pitts &
Miles Blow

W

ombok Forest, the beautifully styled
Stop Motion Feature Film created by
Julie Pitts and Miles Blow, has been generating
an interest within the stop motion community
for a few years now. After roughly 9 years of
planning and production, the film is finally in
its last stages of filming and now starting into
its post production process. Julie and Miles,
two Australians whom are no stranger to stop
motion animation have reached a look and feel
in their film that many of us dream of. The
atmosphere is creepy but yet inviting while the
story is both exploratory and thought provoking.
What separates this film from all others in this category is the amazing amount of work that went into this production with only two people at the helm. Julie and Miles wrote, produced, directed, and created every aspect
of the film in a small shed space in Ipswich Australia. Most of us toil away for days and weeks to just make a
two minute animation to be seen by our friends and families, but these two brave souls have dedicated a large
chunk of their lives to making a masterpiece of stop motion. They were very kind to allow us to venture into
their world and find out more about this magical film. We thank them for this wonderful opportunity.
To learn more about their project and get up to date information about their film,
visit their website at:
http://www.wombokforest.com.au

SMM: What is the story of Wombok Forest and
how did you develop it?
Julie & Miles: This is a short synopsis “Set in the near future, a brother and sister, who
create and control their daily entertainment
through electronic media are drawn underground
by an eccentric clown who has been waiting a
long time to have his dreams of an underground
circus realized. The children find themselves in a
bizarre old world adventure they cannot program.
Are they now being entertained or have they become the entertainment….?”

Development:

We are visual artists and makers, so our everyday is a continuing body of work. One day when we were researching
fairytales and in particular Hansel and Gretel, we started to ask questions.
From this we started to combine some ideas on our mutual dislike for fairy tales in general (especially their moralistic
tale) with a fascination for caravans, a dislike of animal cruelty in traveling circuses and an ongoing interest in ways
of communication without the use of language as we know it. From this we came up with the idea of these two kids: a
boy and girl, living in 2020, totally controlled by their technologies, being taken back to raw children and sort of lost
and drawn into a world they could not control. Within this story there is the circus, and here we were trying to pose,
without any fuss the question about the fact that these circuses still exist in our time (now) but hoping that the kids of
2020 would not have any understanding. All the characters are just a product of their own environment. We started to
research all of these areas of interest and came across astonishing modern pictures of animal cruelty in circuses that still
existed when we wrote it in 2003, we started to haunt fairs and local country shows, hang out around the back where
the caravans were and take lots and lots of photos of caravans.
Within the story we were also questioning the use of animation in films and in particular stop motion and how it is
mostly perceived to be “funny” or just for “kids”. We were in some ways going against mainstream animation and
tried to slow the pace down and leave out the whoops and bangs. Tell a simple tale that hopefully will leave the viewer
questioning what they just saw. We can’t leave out our love for film in general and an ever increasing love for combining old and new techniques and technologies.

SMM: When you started production in 2004 what was your original time frame for completing the film?
Julie & Miles: We thought we would get a minute a day and that we would take about a year to finish a 90 minute film.
We thought after the first week that this could even take two years to do. Ever since we have been saying one more
year to go.

SMM: Did you have any background or training in Stop Motion or
Animation before starting Wombok Forest?
Julie & Miles: We both met during a Visual Arts Degree at QUT
in Brisbane. Around 2nd year we both started to be interested in
super 8 and 16mm film cameras and it was around here we started
to collaborate on each others films. We made live action short films
“Maudie” 1997, “Shrimper 2001 and “The Cupboard” 1999. When
we left uni we still wanted to work together and seeing we had used
up all of our family and friends and didn’t have any money to pay
actors, we decided to make our actors. We had made puppets for
other animators so we sort of had an idea of how to do this (it wasn’t
till we started to animate ourselves that we realized what was really
involved in making a puppet to animate). We then made two short
animated films, “Gordon” 2001 and “Rocky” 2003.
SMM: Which software did you use to preview your animation?
Julie & Miles: We started with Anasazi free stop motion software connected through our analogue makeshift video split
(spy camera) connected to a DC10+pci capture card (windows98). We used this for quite a while but the loop was
shaky and too long. We then tried a few others until we found
Animator DV which was free and we liked the set up. We
used this with the spy camera connected via a Canopus on
XP which we stayed with until our Nikon D70 finally died after 130,000 frames and 6 years of use around 2010. We then
bought the D90 which had live view and purchased Animator
HD and used that on XP. We are still using that now.

SMM: How many puppets have you had to replace during production?
Julie & Miles: 3 clowns/ringmaster, 3 girls, 3 boys, countless replaced limbs and hands and repairs of all sorts. But no
animal replacements.
SMM: As you worked on your film over the years, the technology changed dramatically. How difficult was it to adapt
to the ever-changing computer and camera technology?
Julie & Miles: If our original Nikon D70 had not died we would have continued with that camera, so the biggest change
for us was live view on the D90 which was “wonderful” to have to adapt to. For us it was all good because hard drives
for storage became cheaper, cameras became cheaper and we just adapted and changed as we went along. We are always pulling things apart and recreating them and love the mixing of old and new technologies.

SMM: When the floods hit Queensland, they destroyed your original workshop that you had just moved out of. How
did it feel to have just escaped total loss of your production?
Julie & Miles: We went back and saw the water nearly over the roller door and just felt bad for all the people we had
just spent 5 years working nearby, they were all good people struggling to keep their small businesses going at the best
of times and they had lost everything and had no insurance. It was just all so bad. Now and then since we say wow it
was good that we moved but it’s not something we dwell on.
SMM: What would you say was the most challenging moment during the production of the film?
Julie & Miles: Actually starting the shot in terms of the animating. We easily get it to the stage of animating, we love
the challenges of setting up, combining all the sets, props, lighting, camera etc. we see through one eye in this respect
looking at the frame on the monitor, it’s like painting a picture, we both get it to a point where we go yeah that’s it and
that can take days. Then comes the time to animate…….and anything and everything else that can get used as and
excuse not to do it happens. We think it is because we know when we start we could be “in there” for 16 hours. This unfortunately got worse as the years went by so we have had to be incredibly self disciplined to pull ourselves out of what
we call “animation fear”

SMM: How did you fund Wombok Forest?
Julie & Miles: We are pretty well self funded. We received two small RADF grants 2004 and 2007 which helped. We
had began our business Mulesfilm (combining Miles and Jules), mostly transferring super 8, VHS, slides etc to DVD
and sometimes filming events etc. We have also had jobs in the arts industry, workshops, tutoring at QUT and special
effects makeup jobs on other films. We found it hard at times to keep the focus with the work and have tried to slow
things down the closer we got to the end. We have great families who of course have helped us out when it gets low.

SMM: How long did your planning before production take?
Julie & Miles: We were writing and fleshing the story out to script stage in about mid 2003 and the storyboards were
mostly all done at the same time, even though these had to change at times throughout the film. We started sculpting
and molding the puppets in late 2003.
SMM: Who was in charge of character and set design?
Julie & Miles: With just the two of us no one has been in charge of any particular thing. We would hate that, we are
both stubborn. We seem to have particular likes and dislikes but we mostly combine everything we know and need to
know, every skill and anything else we can give, but nothing passes by one without the other, it’s like putting two ingredients into a sieve and squashing it through and what comes out is our work. . That doesn’t mean to say that it comes
out at all, sometimes it gets stuck.

SMM: How many actors are involved with the production?
Julie & Miles: None.
SMM: Were the puppets Ball-in-socket or wire? How many characters are there?
Julie & Miles: We started with all wire and wood, and as this became increasingly harder to replace we started to
change gradually to ball and socket, which we finally got to work. Our latest girl/boy puppets have ball joint legs and
feet.

SMM: What kind of lights did you like using the most during filming?
Julie & Miles: We started with small desk lamps (20w halogen) for interior and 500w work lamps for exterior. We then
bought some 50w min cans and 300w larger cans. We used lots of fairy lights and mirrors for reflecting shafts of light.
Our favorite probably even though hugely time consuming would be the animated plywood gobos we used to make the
light look shimmering and moving in the underground cave scenes.
SMM: You had to invent many ways to do lighting and camera moves. Can you share with us some of your favorite
developments?
Julie & Miles: The jib arm has been the most useful. Whether it has been used for craning the camera up and down or
dollying in and out it has been used to animated large objects like the ship.
Our favorite lighting has been the animated gobos mentioned above for lighting and the animated disco ball and spotlights for the circus tent scene.
SMM: Did you ever solve the overheating live view problem with the Nikon?
Julie & Miles: Well we attached a computer cpu fan to the back of the camera and if we keep the air conditioner on we
don’t have a problem.

SMM: What does your post process look like? What kind of software will you be using?
Julie & Miles: Because the D90 shoots 4k we are editing in that format and have encoded it in pro res 444 which is
about 250mb/s. We are editing it in Final Cut Pro and compositing in After Effects. We are using a Promise Pegasus
R6 for our storage which amazingly is fast enough to play it back in real time. This is connected to iMacs through a
thunderbolt cable. This combo is working well, but starting to get sluggish the bigger it gets.
SMM: Since you built your own studio at home are you planning on doing more productions?
Julie & Miles: Yeah we have heaps of scripts we have been working on and we get lots of inspiration from our everyday working and living environment.
SMM: Where do you plan on releasing Wombok Forest?
Julie & Miles: We wanted to see how it went on the festival circuit and then see what happens from there. Of course we
would love to see it in the cinema.

Making it Work

The Secret Weapons of the
Wombok Forest Production
Focus Wheel:
This little handy set up
allows for more precise
control over the rack focus of a shot. Made from
strips of metal.

Variac: By using a device called

a Variac in conjuction with an electricians voltage reading device.
The animators are able to eliminate
flicker by providing a steady flow
of equal electrical current to their
lights. Voltage must be checked before each shot.

Spot Light (Homemade):

Spot lights can really make a difference is lighting a shot. This little
number you see here uses a standard
light socket in a wood frame along
with 2 magnifying glasses to focus
the light. The wood box is also built
to be able to pan and tilt.

Live Previews:

When the digital camera revolution
started there were no live view functions built into the cameras. So a way
of getting a preview image from the
camera was essential.
Julie and Miles use both a Surveillance camera and a small spy camera
with a special lense to see a preview
of their animation.
The biggest draw back with this method is that most cameras were black
and white and low quality and small
in size of preview image.
They later switched to a newer model
Nikon camera with a color live view
direct from camera. They love it!

Over Heating:

Nikon has for years struggled with the
Live View over heating while shooting for
long periods. This is also true when using
some Canon cameras filming HD footage.
Miles and Julie came up with an inventive
way of keeping the live view cool by directing a computer fan at the camera.

Pan & Tilt Head (Homemade):

The extreme cost of most notched
pan tilt heads on the market keeps
many of us away from the wonderful look and feel of a moving
camera shot. Julie and Miles created this inventive pan tilt camera head to give their shots those
beautiful extra little bits of movement. Made from wood, bolts, and
bicycle parts.

Spinning Gobo:

A “Gobo” is a piece of wood or other
material that light shines through to
help cast complex shadows on a scene.
By adding movement to a Gobo the
shadows are allowed to move and give
the scene even more complexity and
beauty.

Moving Light Effects:

Julie and Miles came up with some
really special ways of projecting light
onto a scene. This little device is used
to warp the light and give the scene an
almost caulstic look. By allowing the
glass to be rotated and animated, the
light is able to come to life when the
animation is played back. Brilliant!

Mirror Disco Ball:

By shinning a light at a mirror disco
ball and animating the movement of the
ball, the animator is able to bring life
and excitement to the lighting of a shot.
You can see the set up that Miles and
Julie did to calculate each movement
and to make sure the distance was accurate. Very Fun!!!

Bringing It All Together:

By using a spotlight on the main subject and having the disco ball lighting
the background, all while also having
soft light lighting the over all scene.
Hulie and Miles are able to bring depth
and excitement to a shot. Notice the
Pizza box acting as a “Flag” to block
the light where it’s not wanted. Yummy

Cyclo-Rama (Background):

By using a large curved background
which can be made from Paper, Fabric, Plastic, or Painted Wood; the set
is able to be lit in a way that gived the
impression of an infinite space. These
two shots prove that taking your time
and caring for the lighting of a shot is
essential to achieving a professional
quality image.

Camera Jib:

A jib is a device used to control
the camera’s up, down, side to side
movements. The jib you see in the
picture looks to be similar to a standard live action hand crane. These
can be inexpensive to buy online. But
modifications must be made to them
to get them ready for animation.

Pushing into a Shot:

This amazingly inventive set up uses
PVC pipe and a wood base to slide
the camera forward (Dolly forward)
and push into the shot. Whats different
about this set up is the curved track.
This is both unique and incredibly creative for achieving a special look to a
shot in the film. Yowza’s!!!

Good Night Molly

SMM: How did you develop the idea for your film and what is it about?
Julianne: The narrative behind Goodnight Molly started out as a short story I wrote during the summer of my sophomore year of college. Laying awake one night in my childhood bedroom I was struck by an odd fear which brought
me back to being a little girl, certain that horrible things were lurking under my mattress. My imagination raced and
concocted nightmarish delusions, until logic eventually settled back in. And then I thought to myself, “how do children
overcome fear that we logically write off as adults?” I recalled the stuffed animal I had as a child who spent every night
under my arms, and how in my childhood mind, he would protect me from anything. But how? And then the story came
together: a little girl, about to be overcome by monsters emerging from the depths of her closet, would be saved by the
manifestation of her plush toy. It wasn’t until trying to decide upon a plot for my college thesis that it occurred to me to
bring this story to life through animation.
SMM: Where was the film made and how long did it take to make?
Julianne: Molly was written and animated while attending Otis College of Art and Design and took a little over a year.
My set split its home between my parents’ study and my apartment’s tiny walk in closet.

SMM: What are the puppets made of?
Julianne: Molly’s head is cast in resin and her body is a handmade armature constructed from metal ball joints and
plumped up with stuffing.
SMM: How big are the sets and what did you use to make them?
Julianne: The set was around 3 feet by 4 feet. My dad helped me construct the room and doors, all of her bedding was
hand stitched, and the furniture was hand made out of wood.
SMM: What kind of camera and software did you use?
Julianne: I shot my film on a Nikon D80 and used Stop Motion Pro and iStop Motion to preview my animation through
their onion skinning tools. The frames taken by the DSLR were then compiled in Adobe After Effects and the flashlight,
monsters, and lion were brought to life in After Effects as well.

SMM: What kind of lights did you use?
Julianne: My lighting was a combination of photo floods
and halogen bulbs. It was a process of experimentation,
and I found the halogens gave off a much more consistent light.
SMM: What was your favorite part of making the film?
Julianne: I have to say my favorite part is the animation
process itself. Being engulfed in the focused mindset
that is required to animate, connecting with the puppet
as I would move her frame by frame, and then watching
her come to life when I would play back the animation.
It is amazing to see emotion come out of a puppet that
you’ve created.
SMM: What’s your background in animation?
Julianne: My major at Otis College was Digital Media,
and my focus was on animation. I took one 2D animation course and several After Effects courses.
SMM: Do you have plans for a future stop motion project?
Julianne: Yes, I am currently developing characters and
writing another story of my own.

SMM: Who are your heroes?
Julianne: My stop motion specific heroes are Arthur Rankin Jr. and Jules Bass, as I grew up on their films and have
always loved seeing the hand of the animator in their work. Two other stop motion heroes of mine are Ray Harryhausen
and Jiří Trnka. My animation heroes that aren’t stop motion specific are Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston.
SMM: Where can people go to see more of your work?
Julianne: My website! www.julianneeckert.com

ZACK WILLIAMS

SMM: How did you develop the idea for your film and what is it about?
Zack: My film is a mixture of things I loved as a child, (Barnie, Hot Pockets) and a feverish week of storyboarding.
My roommate showed me a Japanese cartoon called “Doraemon,” which was definitely an inspiration.
SMM: Where was the film made and how long did it take to make?
Zack: I made the film at the School of Visual Arts in New York City. It took about eight months.
SMM: What are the puppets made of?
Zack: The puppets have wire armatures. Mostly magic sculpt, cast plastic, fabric, and lots of glues. Pineapples was
cast in silicone. My classmate helped me rig the BillyBot with LEDs.

SMM: How big are the sets and what did you use to make them?
Zack: The set was about 2 by 3 feet. I used lumber, foamcore, and garbage. Also gallons of hot glue and gesso. I
save a lot of things like bottle caps and plastic packaging that later become props or set pieces. I’m a big fan of Super
Sculpey.
SMM: What kind of camera and software did you use?
Zack: I used a Canon D-50 and Nikon lenses. I animated with Dragon and After Effects, comped with After Effects
and Photoshop, and edited with Final Cut Pro.
SMM: What kind of lights did you use?
Zack: About 2 or 3 1Ks depending on the shot. And lots of little flags.

SMM: What was your favorite part of making the film?
Zack: I love to animate. It is by far the most rewarding stage. Also, when the film played at my school I had people
planted in the audience with party horns and confetti. I wanted the film to be sensory overload, like a big party.
SMM: What’s your background in animation?
Zack: I started making movies when I was about 12. That, combined with my interest in drawing led me to animation.
I then studied stop motion at the School of Visual Arts. Today I work freelance in advertising doing motion design, stop
motion, and compositing. Visit kneeon.tv for some of the recent stop motion work I did. Also check out Studio Nos.
(The nicest people in the world)

SMM: Do you have plans for a future stop motion project?
Zack: I’m in the middle of a 1 minute collaborative film with
Joe McGinty (http://www.joemcginty.com/) He did the music
for P&P using only analog synths and keyboards. For the new
collaboration his band Circuit Parade has created one minute of improvised music to which I’m creating a one minute
improvised film.
SMM: Who are your heroes?
Zack: I have a very short attention span, so I love to see new
work all the time. Not only in stop motion, but all kinds of
animation, illustration, graphic design, and fine art. I recently
did a little bit of work on a commercial designed by Saiman
Chow. His entire body of work is the kind of stuff I idolize. Jiri Barta’s The Pied Piper of Hamelin always revitalizes
my infatuation with and desire to create stop motion. I think
the unsung heroes of stop motion are Bruce Bickford and the
Estonian stop motion studio Nukufilm.
SMM: Where can people go to see more of your work?
Zack:
cargocollective.com/zackwilliams 		
vimeo.com/zackwilliams 		
pinkooze.blogspot.com

Beware the Bear

Steven De Luna

SMM: How did you develop the idea for your film and what is it about?
Steven: I came up with the story back when I was a preschool teacher. I originally was going to do it as a puppet show
for my students, but then I ended up writing songs for them and we started a little choir. That’s when I developed my
love for writing in rhyme. I can’t sing at all so the only way my songs worked was if they were more like rhythmic
poems.
I figured I could one day turn it into a book series. Eventually my writing interests turned to screenplays, so I thought it
would be fun to turn it into a children’s show.
Stop motion was something that I’ve always loved but knew nothing about. So I decided to start learning by turning
one of my stories into a short stop-mo piece.
The episode we shot has a simple message of not judging a bear by its cover. Each future episode will focus on another
simple message and will be told through the same poetic style.
SMM: Where was the film made and how long did it take to make?
Steven: We shot it in my living room and it took about 96 hours, which we slowly did over a few months.

SMM: What are the puppets made of?
Steven: Since my cousin Joey Garcia (Art Director) and I didn’t know anything about stop motion puppets we just used
blank Do-it-yourself MunnyWorld figures, which are made out of a smooth white vinyl.
Joey who’s an amazing painter and graphic designer had already designed a few of the characters for when we thought
it would be a children’s book. He took the original designs and modified them to work on the blank figures. He did
have to mold and bake a few of the character’s body parts using a ceramic sculpting compound, which made the characters a bit heavy. The turtle and the rabbit just loved to fall over (I hadn’t been informed on tie downs yet).
SMM: How big are the sets and what did you use to make them?
Steven:The two sets were made out of a 46” by 30” cardboard box. They were mostly made of cardboard and paper,
that came from recycled Trader Joe bags, cereal boxes, and printer & wrapping paper. We used spray paint for color.

SMM: What kind of camera and software did you use?
Steven: We shot it using a Canon EOS Rebel XSi. I edited with Vegas Movie Studio. We didn’t use any frame capture
software. This is what really stunted the animation, and caused a ton of flicker and uncontrolled movement. But thanks
to the Festival I now own Stop Motion Pro, which I look forward to shooting the next episode with.
SMM: What kind of lights did you use?
Steven: We used two little desk lamps that I got at Ikea for ten dollars apiece.
SMM: What was your favorite part of making the film?
Steven: My favorite part was getting a chance to work with my cousin Joey and good friend Katrina Carrick.
I’ve been inspired by Joey’s work for years now, so getting a chance to take his talent and hook it up with my writing
was a lot of fun.
It was also great to spend so much time hanging out and animating with Katrina. She and I were completely new to
stop motion so we just focused on having fun together and left perfection to you pros. We would discuss film and art as
we animated, which I realize now was a big distraction when you’re trying to remember all your movements. We even
had a lot of our favorite stop motion films playing in the background as we animated.

SMM: What’s your background in animation?
Steven: I have none. This was my first experience with animation. But since
filming, I have really grown by studying stop motion books, independent
productions, happenings in the animation community and reading every issue
of Stop Motion Magazine.
SMM: Do you have plans for a future stop motion project?
Steven: Oh yes! I want to continue making more episodes of The Wonderful Woods. I’m currently looking for sponsorship, network interest or online
distribution so I can have a small budget to shoot it at a much higher quality.
SMM: Who are your heroes?
Steven: Arthur Rankin and Jules Bass. I spent my childhood obsessed with
Thundercats. I remember feeling a deep excitement every time a new episode aired. And I spent a lot of time creating my own adventures with my
action figures. I’m convinced that a lot of my moral philosophies were helped
to be developed by the shows positive messages and themes.
All of the Rankin & Bass holiday TV specials visually resonated deeply with
me, as well. I had no idea at the time that stop motion is what made the characters, movement, and art work so beautiful.
SMM: Where can people go to see more of your work?
Steven:
Beware the Bear can be found on YouTube or on my website at CreativeSkullProductions.com. Eventually I would love to get another episode done and up
on the site. But I’m probably going to practice animating a bit first, so look
out for an animation reel.

